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SCHOOL LIFE
15th September-the start of our new school year
It is September 15th and the schoolyard is like a lovely garden. It is full of smiling faces of children and
adults, of huge bouquets of flowers, of excitement and emotion. Everyone wanted to tell where he
was and what interesting things happened during the summer holiday .Only first graders were
smiling and some of them looked timidly. They had put their new rucksacks, holding colorful flowers
for their first teachers, excited and aching, they were waiting to enter the school and understand
what is to be a student.
After raising the flag of the Republic of Bulgaria and the short program, Mr. Angelov - the principal of
school welcomes all students, parents and teachers and then joyful ringing of the school bell
announced the beginning of the school year. Let’s the new school year is successful and let ‘s our
hopes and expectations come true.
Nina Tareva – class teacher-1st grade

PROJECT “MOVEMENT IS HEALTH”
At the beginning of 2015/2016 school year "Aleko Konstantinov" Primary school started a project
called" Movement is health”. The project includes the organization of various initiatives aimed to
promote physical activity among students. Movement is an important factor to improve physical
and mental health of children. Since the beginning of the school year our young students from
grades 1-4 every morning have started their learning day with lots of fun, music and exercises, with
the help of experts from the Association "Children sport activities”.
Daniela Bukovich-an Assistant Principal

PROJECT "MEMORY"
On September 28th , 3rd students met Peter Gaydarov, the young hope of the Bulgarian
Mathematical science. He was a student of the school "Aleko Konstantinov" and his younger brother
Stephen is a student in third grade in our school.
As a student of the Mathematics High School in Plovdiv Petar Gaydarov took second place in all
sciences of European competition for young scientists / EUCYS /, Poland. He found an error in a task
over which mathematicians think of half a century, and he became the best young mathematician in
Europe and got its place among the 10 best mathematicians in the world.
Before leaving to continue his studies in Cambridge, UK, Peter visited the third graders in their class
lesson. He showed them the medals he earned, and photos of his training at our school and
competitions, which he has won. He talked about his interest in mathematics and won the attention
of young students with a few interesting logical tasks.

Peter won the hearts of the children with his modesty and sense of humor, he answered to all their
questions. Finally, the children surrounded him and invited him again to visit our school.
Todorka Tahchieva- class teacher -3rd grade

UNESCO declared Theodosiy Spasov as "Artist of Peace"
Bulgarian musician Theodosiy Spasov was awarded with the title "Artist of peace " by UNESCO. He
is awarded for his talent and innovation and his commitment to highlight music as a force for
improving the dialogue between people, cultures and communities. The musician was officially
awarded at a ceremony in Sofia. He joined the list of the international celebrities who use their
influence to support messages and programs of UNESCO.
Theodosiy Spasov has played with symphony orchestras and music groups both in Bulgaria and in
many other countries worldwide. He has released over 30 albums, some of them solo. He has won
numerous awards in his native country and in abroad .Teodosiy Spasov has won the "Grammy"
Award with the Mystery of Bulgarian Voices. UNESCO Artists for Peace are internationally recognized
personalities who use their influence and prestige to promote messages and programs of the
Organization.
Eliana Shtereva-3rd grade teacher

5th October - International Day of the teacher
Happy holiday, dear colleagues!

LANGUAGE PAGE
UNITED KINGDOM?
The terms “Britain”, “British” and “Briton” are used throughout to refer to people, places and events
in Britain or the United Kingdom, or its components, England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
as appropriate. The term “Great Britain” was occasionally used from about 1603, and the Kingdom of
Great Britain formed on 1 May 1707 when the kingdoms of England and Scotland were merged. On 1
January 1801, Ireland was included to form the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland. After

Irish independence (6 December 1922), the name continued to be usual until 12 April 1927, when it
became United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland – which is the name that is used
today, the wording that, for example, appears is on a British passport (and repeated in Welsh and
Gaelic). Although, since 1975, the terms “Britain” and “British” have been legally regarded as
referring to the United Kingdom and its inhabitants, in the Internet Age the top-level domain for the
country was established as .uk, not .gb. Conversely, while Great Britain is a geographical area
comprising England, Wales and Scotland, but excluding Northern Ireland, the official International
Olympic Committee abbreviation for Great Britain and Northern Ireland was established in 1908 as
“GBR”– at the 2008 Beijing Olympics popularly known as “Team GB” – so in the sports section you
will find entries variously referring to GB, GBR and the UK, all of which denote athletes from Great
Britain and Northern Ireland.

Russel Ash
From 250 Quintessentially BRITISH lists
Polya Mandulova- English teacher

